Submit Grades

1. Brief Description
   This use case describe how a professor submit grades.

2. Flow of Events
   2.1. Basic Flow
       The use case starts when a professor chooses to submit grades.
       2.1.1. The system asks the professor to enter the class number that he
               chooses to submit grades.
       2.1.2. The professor enters the class number that he chooses.
       2.1.3. The system validates the entered class number.
       2.1.4. The professor submit grades.
       2.1.5. The system asks the professor to choose to end or repeat the
               use case.
   2.2. Alternative Flows
       2.2.1. Class Invalid:
           If in the Basic Flow, the professor enters an invalid class numbers,
           which means the class does not exist or is not owned by the
           professor, then the system display an error message. The
           professor can choose to either return to the beginning of Basic
           Flow or cancel the submit grades, at which point the use case
           ends.
       2.2.2. Grades Invalid:
           If in the Basic Flow, the professor submits invalid grades, which
           means the grades are higher than 100 or lower than 0, then the
           system then the system display an error message. The professor
           can choose to either re-submit grades or cancel the submit
           grades, at which point the use case ends.